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Abstract—Food is a social and cultural aspect of every individual. Food products, processing, and traditions have been identified as cultural objects carrying history and identity of social groups. Traditional recipes are passed down from one generation to the other, often to strengthen the link with the territory. The paper presents CookIT, a web portal developed to collect Italian traditional recipes related to regional cuisine, with the purpose to disseminate the knowledge of typical Italian recipes and the Mediterranean diet which is a significant part of Italian cuisine. The system designed is completed with multimodal means of browsing and data retrieval. Stored recipes can be retrieved integrating and combining a number of different methods and keys, while the results are displayed using classical styles, such as list and mosaic, and also using maps and graphs, with which users can play using available keys for interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Food is an important part of everyone's life. Every culture has its own products, preparations and traditions. Traditional cuisine is passed down from one generation to the next and, often, it is an expression of cultural identity. For example, migrants bring the food of their countries with them and cooking traditional food is a way of preserving their own culture outside their birth places. It is not surprising that nowadays, food is receiving particular attention from government agencies with the aims of preserving historical roots and cultural identification, sourcing food as near as possible to the production farms, and coping with health issues such as reducing obesity and unbalanced nutrition. Also, UNESCO included food in its Intangible Cultural Heritage list, such as "gastronomic meal of the French", the "traditional Mexican cuisine", the "Nsima, culinary tradition of Malawi", and the "Mediterranean diet".

The system CookIT is presented here, a web portal related to Italian Traditional Recipes, with the aim of preserving and disseminating them. Furthermore, the dataset is developed with the aim to be used to test new algorithms for content-based retrieval on text and images. The collection is still under construction.

The paper is structured as follows: after a brief overview of the most important cuisine websites, the main features of the portal are listed, together with the design methodology used, the creation of the dataset, the innovative navigation and retrieval methods implemented. Finally, future developments and conclusions are presented.

II. RECIPES PORTALS

Searching on the web terms like ‘recipes’ or ‘step by step recipes’ or ‘traditional recipes’ thousands of sites can be found. The content and purpose of these sites can be of various kinds. The purpose may be, for example:

• to share traditional or innovative recipes, sometimes giving image step-by-step directions, such as [1], [2];
• to give a taste of the recipes contained in the magazines or shown on TV as 150 Classic recipes of Savour [2], British recipes of BBC GoodFood [3], Telegraph [4], or Cooking channel TV [5];
• to advertise a brand, a store or a chef [6]-[8];
• to spread special diet recipes as healthy [11], gluten free [9], vegan [10] or diary-free;
• to create a community on food and recipes [12]-[14].

Wikimedia project Wikibook has a section related to Cookbook, with the aim of sharing “A growing, world-wide, collection of recipes, translated into, or written in, English with links to other languages”, as stated in the tagline [15].

A great number of Italian recipe sites or blogs are available on the web, in English or Italian language. The websites can be divided into two broad categories, as regards the set of recipes contained: 1) large generalist sites that contain both traditional recipes and innovative recipes, along with tutorials, tips, etc. [16]-[22]; 2) very local small sites, which describe culinary traditions such as Liguria or Abruzzo, two Italian regions [23]-[25].

Even though there are many websites dedicated to recipes, a new site and dataset has been created because: 1) recipes must be only those of the Italian culinary tradition, specifically related to all Italian regions, 2) it was necessary to have a supervised dataset, to allow the application of new visualization and search algorithms.

III. COOKIT PORTAL

CookIT is a Web portal dedicated to recipes of traditional Italian cuisine. Its goal is to spread the knowledge of Italian food recipes and the Mediterranean diet of which the Italian cuisine is an important part. However, Italian cuisine is variegated with thousands of different recipes that are ever changing. For this reason, the portal focuses only on traditional food recipes, considered the core and hearth of the
Italian cuisine.

The portal has been designed with the aim of creating a site that is efficient, effective, usable and user-experience oriented [26], [27]. Main characteristics of the portal:

1) Multimedia system oriented towards traditional Italian recipes, in Italian language; targeted to people interested to discover real traditions about food and procedures to cook it, together with historical background and curiosity.

2) Designed as Collaborative tool, to integrate data coming from web on the basis of people real traditions.

3) Innovative navigation, retrieval, and visualization tools; the portal has been designed to easily guide users in the discovery of the recipes of their interest through the use of a hierarchical filtering paradigm of the relevant information.

4) Tested for tools and algorithms for content-based retrieval (text and images).

A. Types of Information

CookIT portal stores multimedia information describing, in Italian language, the traditional recipes handed down from generation to generation. The portal has been implemented as a collaborative tool, to offer the users the possibility to enter their own variants of the recipes. Two different types of information, to be used for search and visualization purposes, have been identified:

1) Recipes: They are the kernel of the portal and are defined by title, description, ingredients, variants, place, date, tags …, integrated with images and videos.

2) Ingredients/nutrients: Data are taken from or linked to authoritative ingredients/nutrient databases, including open linked data. They consist of ingredient name (and its variations), nutrients, colors, calories, class, …

B. Analysis and Design

The portal has been designed to store traditional Italian recipes. In order to identify the recipes and foods to be inserted, and populate the portal, the following steps have been identified and implemented:

- Choice of the recipes: People of different ages, social conditions, and Italian regions were interviewed to identify the recipes they consider as part of their own tradition and culture;
- Identification of recipe schema: In order to organize the data with the search results in mind, an analysis of the markup schema specific for foods and recipes has been performed. The most used standard, supported by Google, Bing, and Yahoo (allowing rich snippets) is schema.org/recipe [28]-[30];
- Identification of Italian websites that implement schema.org/recipe microdata, thus allowing to automate as much as possible the process of extracting data from sites, structured by ingredients (and their quantity), URL, directions, steps, images, etc.;
- Design and implementation of the database structure for recipes and ingredients/nutrients: The step should consider recipe standards, metadata information, and popular cooking and recipes web sites as Wikibooks Cookbook [15];
- Identification of recipes and insertion of data in the recipe database, in a semi-automatic way. According to different websites, besides ingredients and directions, calories, portions and even step-by-step images can be used;
- Identification of food and nutrients databases and/or linked open data: Different nutrients and food databases, including open linked data, are considered, related to the kinds of information treated and the languages in which they are available. Data from, for example, FAO Agrovoc (a multilingual thesaurus) [31], Food Composition Database for Epidemiological Studies in Italy in Italian [32], or USDA Nutrient database (United States Department of Agriculture) [33], can be used to generate and populate ingredients/nutrients schema.

C. Multimodal Navigation and Retrieval

Multimodal means of navigation and retrieval have been designed and implemented. CookIT offers a standard retrieval interface that allows differentiate searches, and a second step to reduce the outcomes to more focused results. The user can query the database by means of different concepts:

- Food name: “Pasta alla Amatriciana”
- Category: “first courses”, “bread and pizza”, “quiche” …
- Ingredients: “artichokes”, “peeled almonds or pistachios”
- Place/around me: “near Rome”, “Alps mountain”
- Food name: “Pasta alla Amatriciana”
- Calories: “low-cal”, “under 100 cal”
- Nutrients: “vitamin A”, “proteins” …
- Special diets/allergens: “vegan”, “allergy to crustaceans”
- Date: “Christmas”, “Easter” etc.
- Color: “red”, “violet”, “white”
- Portions and even step-by-step images can be used;
- TAG: “easy recipe”, “kids” …

The system retrieves the recipes integrating a combination of methods: tags, co-occurrence of recipe-related words, localization etc. and offers the results shown as a list, as a mosaic, as points in a map, as points in a calendar, as a graph in which users choose the axes, e.g. category vs calories. The graphic signs in red indicate the category of the recipe (e.g. first courses, unique dishes, street food, appetizers, side dishes, bread/pizza ...), while the round icons in blue indicate to zoom, because more items are in the same position. The retrieval results can be narrowed by applying a further filter chosen among Category, Tag or Ingredients.

Fig. 1 shows the search by Region: a detail of Genoa area. The graphic signs in red indicate the category of the recipe (e.g. first courses, unique dishes, street food, appetizers, side dishes, bread/pizza ...), while the round icons in blue indicate to zoom, because more items are in the same position. The retrieval results can be narrowed by applying a further filter chosen among Category, Tag or Ingredients.

Fig. 2 shows a two-step retrieval result: first courses (category search) containing onions (ingredient search), displayed as a mosaic.
Fig. 1 Recipes found of the Genoa area, shown on a map.

Fig. 2 Recipes results based on category (first courses) and ingredient (onions), shown as a mosaic.
Fig. 3 shows the recipes on a graph, in which the horizontal axis represents the Calories, while the vertical axis is the Category. Other possible choices for the axis are regions or colors. On the left the list of ingredients can be used to narrow the search. The recipes in the same intersection (Calories/Category) can be browsed by moving the mouse over, and a double click opens the detail view.

Recipe detail view contains:
- Some basic information as ingredients, directions, steps;
- One or more images and videos;
- A brief description of the recipe and, if available, the history of the dish;
- URLs of the original recipe and the image;
- Tags;
- Suggestions of similar recipes;
- Suggestions of similar images.

Fig. 4 shows the long page of “Agnolotti del Plin”, a type of ravioli, with a filling made with two types of meat and some vegetables. It is a typical Piedmontese recipe.

The portal has been implemented using Bootstrap Framework 4.0 and PHP language, storing data into a MySQL database. Both the interface language and the language of the recipes are currently limited to Italian, but the structure allows a possible double language, adding English. At the moment, 140 recipes have been added to the portal, and about 450 traditional Italian recipes have been identified and are being edited.

IV. FUTURE WORKS AND CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, CookIT has been presented, a portal for the preservation and dissemination of Italian traditional recipes. CookIT portal has been designed as a dissemination website to promote the culture of the Italian traditional cuisine, new styles of data visualization are under construction, such as the use of color of ingredients and a MyPlate like visualization mode [34].

CookIT portal has been designed also (and perhaps mainly) as a way to collect knowledge in forms of recipes and images about the many differences in the Italian regional cuisine. It has been projected to be a research tool on which to experiment with new visualization and search algorithms for content, images and texts.

Clustering of recipes on the basis of ingredients, courses, colors, as well as suggestions of similar food for ingredients, occasion, has been planned. The possibility of building healthy and balanced menus is being studied with the help of expert nutritionists.
The data collected within the site, thanks both to the curators and the collaborative effort of the users, will allow us to experiment innovative information processing management strategies, and applications. For example, we are evaluating the use of the food recipes (textual information) to automatically create a structured processing graph that can be used to guide the user in the cooking process. To do so, Natural Language Processing approaches as well as Process Modeling approaches are needed [35]. Furthermore, by collecting image samples of the food recipes (visual information), it is possible to build an automatic food recognition system, specifically tailored for Italian dishes, based on advanced machine learning [36], [37]. In the future, this tool can be integrated into the CookIT portal or in a mobile app, to help users in recognizing “true” traditional Italian dishes.
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